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J. Phys: Condens. Matter 4 (1992) U49-L254. Printed in Ihe UK 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

A low-temperature phase transition in ferroelectric triglycine 
sulphate 

F Y El-Eithan, A R Bates, W Gough and D J Somerford 
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of wdles Cnllege of Cardiff, PO Box 
913, Chi i f f  CFl 3lH, UK 

h i v e d  19 Febntaty 1992 

AhstrneI. Results of a low-temperature Raman and ultrasonic invesligation of tiiglyane 
sulphate ms) and iIs deuterated isomorph (ms) are presented. The existence d 
lw-temperaturr phase Mnsitions at 110 IC and 1% K in ms and m s  respfftively is 
considered. A large isotopic shift indicates that the mnsitions involve ordering of Ihe 
NH, W 3 )  WlQW 

'Riglycine sulphate (TGS), chemical formula (NH,CH,CQOH),.H,SO,, has been ex- 
tensively studied and exploited particularly with respect to its ferroeIectric phase 
transition at T, = 49 O C  In the paraelectric phase TGS is monoclinic with the cen- 
trosymmetric space group P2, /m;  helow Tc the mirror plane disappears and the 
space group is P2,.  There are two formula units per unit cell. Each formula unit 
contains three different glycine ions GI, GII and GIII. GI (NI-i,+CH,COOH) is non- 
planar, but GII (NH~CH,COOH) and 0111 (NH$CH,OO-) are planar and have a 
pseudo-centre of symmeuy. Above Tc, the majority opinion is that GI is switching 
rapidly between two equilibrium positions, but in the hydrogen-bonded ferroelectric 
phase it occupies one of its preferred sites producing a dipole moment parallel to the 
b-axis. In the ferroelectric phase, the pseudo-centre of symmetry disappears and GI1 
and GI11 occupy non-equivalent sites. 

The NH, groups attached to GI, GII and G I I I  are rapidly rotating about their C, 
axes both above and below T,. Nuclear spin relaxation studies for the paraelectric 
phase (Blmc a ul 1966) have shown the existence of both a 'slow' reonentation 
process associated with the strongly bonded NH3(II) and NH3(III) groups and a 
'fast' reorientation process associated with NH,(I). Proton magnetic resonance studies 
(Blinc et al 1%1) have shown a linewidth anomaly at around 150 K thought to be 
associated with the slow process. 

The purpose of this letter is to present new results of a Raman and ultrasonic 
investigation of TGS and its deuterated isomorph DES. The object of OUT study was to 
uy to obtain information on the NH,-group reorientation process in the crystal. Our 
results, discussed below, indicate a new low-temperature phase transition. The Raman 
experiments were carried out in right-angled geometry using 514.5 nm radiation. 
The scattered radiation was analysed using a Cnderg T800 spectrometer, and signal 
processing was carried out using a Digital Minc 11 microcomputer. The sample 
was maintained in a Thor Cryogenics cryostat at accurately controlled temperatures 
(rtO.01 K). Cvtal  axes were labelled according to Konstantinm et nl (1959). 
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Rgusr. L (a) Behaviour of the stretching vibrations of NHs in ms through the low- 
temperature phase transition. (b) Behaviour of the stretching vibrations of N o 3  in 
m s  lhmugh the low-temperature phase transition. (c) Bmperaturc dependence of che 
linewidlh d the N-H stretching, NH. deformation, CM bond and SO, vibrations in 
ms. (d) Bmperaturc dependence of the linewidth of the ti-D stretching vibrations in 
m s  
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For the ultrasonic part of this investigation, suitable samples were cut and pol- 
ished and aystallographic directions were checked using the back-reflection h u e  
technique. The two-way transit times of short 30 M H z  pulses propagating along the 
principal directions were determined. DiRintlties associated with the conventional 
Nonaq bonding material below 150 K were probably due to the relatively large dif- 
ferential thermal expansivity at the quartz and T G S  interface. Below 150 K and down 
to 80 K a methylcyclohexane bond was used (Rehwald 1980). The samples were 
mled in a conventional continuous-flow cryostat m o r  Cryogenics). A cooling rate 
of 0.1 K min-‘ was maintained through the phase transition, allowing simultaneous 
measurement of ultrasonic velocity and attenuation. 

The Raman spectrum of TGS has been the subject of several studies, notably by 
Cervenka a d (1975) and Wmterfeldt et ul (1977). The latter includes the only previ- 
ous low-temperature work, with spectra at fixed low temperatures. The NI& valence 
vibrations were not seen. Figures l(u) and l ( b )  show the N-H stretching region for 
TGS and DTGS in which the NH, valence vibrations are resolved. Figures l(c) and 
l(d) show the temperature dependencies of some internal-mode halhuidths. ul(NH), 
u2(NH) and u,(SO,) show sudden changes near 110 K in the case of TGS and near 
130 Kin DTGS. Internal modes associated with skeletal vibrations of glycine molecules 
show no anomalous behaviour (e.g. the CCO bond for TGS, figure l(c)). 

Figures 2 and 3 show the temperature variation of the sound velocity and the 
attenuation along (loo), (010) and (001) for T G S  and DTGS respectively. TGS shows 
attenuation and slight mode softening near 108 K, and DTGS shows similar behavour 
near 134 K The velocity change amounts to about 0.1%. 

Fpgure 2 Temperature variation of velocily and allenualion of longitudinal sound waves 
m ms. 

We believe that these results point to the existence of low-temperature phase 
transitions in these crystals; the large isotopic shift indicates that the transitions 
involve ordering of the NH, (ND,) groups. This interpretation is consistent with 
changes in NH, linewidths, and, because the SO, groups are also bonded to the NH3 
groups, an anomaly in the linewidths of these internal modes would also be expected. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the low-frequency spectra of TGS and DTGS for z(yy)z and 
z ( m ) y  geometry respectively. The spectra show little change through both transition 
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Figure 4 Speara fix ?os in the z(yy)z geometry. 

regions, but in both isomorphs the 57 cm-’ modes split and start to grow in intensity 
in the vicinity of the suggested mansition temperatures. This mode has been previously 
assigned to a lattice vibration of the GI molecules; it appears therefore that the phase 
transition involves some structural reorganization of the heavy molecules in addition 
to ordering of the NH, (ND,) groups. 

The Raman and NMR experiments probe essentially different aspects of reorien- 
tation in solids; typical correlation times in the Raman experiments are 1 x 
whereas they are 1 x IO-% in NMR experiments. The proton magnetic resonance 
experiments of Blinc er ul (1961) indicate a change in the second moment as the tem- 
perature is raised through 150 K which is interpreted as the onset of reorientation of 
NH; groups about the C, axis at a rate higher than lo4 Hz. Temperaturedependent 
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studies of deuteron NMR spectra in DTG by Hoffman and Sznepaniak (1979) show 
that below about u)o K the spectrum is complicated by the slowingdown of ND,- 
group reorientations. The ND, group belonging to GI iS found to rotate faster than 
those belonging to GII and GIII, and the results are consistent with the nuclear spin 
relaxation studies of Blinc. Several pieces of evidence, therefore, point to slowing 
down of NH, (or ND,) reorientations with decreasing temperature and indicate that 
near 150 K the reorientation rates are about l@-l@ Hz. The Raman linewidths 
behaviour, as shown in figure 1, has a temperature dependence characteristic of a 
thermally activated reorientation. Reorientation rates of the same order as those 
suggested by the resonance experiments would not affect the Raman spectrum; a 
thermally activated reorientation model gives a correlation time of about 3 x 10-l2s. 

There are two main possibilities as explanations of the low-temperature phase 
transition. First, the phase transition is caused by the dynamics of at least one of 
the NH, (ND,) groups. The shape of the Raman linewidth versus temperature curve 
should reflect site occupancy in some way. The fact that the GI lattice frequency iS 
split would then indicate that the NH,(I) group is the driving group. The NMR exper- 
imental observations would then need to be related to simultaneous reorientations of 
two or more HN, groups or, more probably reorientation of the groups about axes 
other than their principal C, axes. 

The second possibility is that the phase transition is unrelated to NH, reorienta- 
tion in anything but a superficial way, but that the crystal behaves rather like Rochelle 
salt and becomes paraelectric again below 108 K and 134 K respectively. The lack of 
the dipole movement in the ferroelectric phase is provided by the NH,(I) molecule, 
and any rearrangement of this group would affect the Raman linewidth in a discon- 
tinuous way and would be likely to cause changes in the low-frequency spectrum. 
Such a possibility was proposed by Ganescan (1%2) in his thermal expansion work. 
Support for this latter interpretation has been obtained recently in our laboratories 
from bulk measurements of dielectric properties (AI-alack, private communication). 
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If the latter interpretation is correct, the large isotopic shift in the transition tem- 
perature. is an indication of the importance of the part played by the NH, (ND,) 
P U P .  
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